WELCOME
AZUKI TOKEN BSC
https://azukibsc.com

AZUKI BSC - WORLD'S BEST COMMUNITY COIN
Azuki Token The New Boss in Town. Azuki Token is a Fan - Made token
inspired by Azuki NFT's
NFTs have become a very important part of the digital asset world and
buyers around the world are extremely excited about the future of NFTs.
Many are overwhelmed with the kind of twists that the NFT sector is
witnessing with each passing month. It seems that people in many
corners of the world are designing creative artworks and launching
these in the form of NFTs from time to time.
NAME: Azuki
SYMBOL: AZUKI
DECIMALS: 18
TOTAL SUPPLY: 1,000,000,000,000,000
SLIPPAPER: 8 %
-------------MARKETING FEE: 4%
DEV FEE: 1%
AUTO BURN FEE: 2%
CONTRACT:
0x0725175d9bd6621ad11f28cae3eef70799185fde
https://azukibsc.com

WHEN WERE AZUKI NFTS RELEASED?
Azuki NFTs was released on 12 January 2022 by four people based out of Los Angeles. They initially issued 8,700
NFTs. These are NFT anime-style characters called “azukis”. Their starting price was around $3,400 per NFT. The
entire collection sold out within minutes, with sales of over $29 million. Some sets of Azuki NFTs sold for about $2
million. The second sale took place in a private offering soon after the release of the initial collection. By the
second week of February, Azuki NFTs reached $300 million in terms of transaction volume in popular NFT
marketplaces such as OpenSea. While the most expensive Azukis now have a trade value of half a million, the
cheaper ones cost around $36,000. In just one month, the total sales of Azuki NFT have taken tokens such as
Cryptopunks and Bored Ape Yacht Club.

GROWING DEMAND FOR AZUKI NFTS
Azukis has become extremely famous among NFT enthusiasts due to the high demand for anime art. Netflix and other
streaming stations promote their anime content, which has attracted millions of users around the world. The increasing
popularity of anime coincided with the launch of the 0N1 Force NFT collection in August 2021, an anime genre. Soon
after its launch, the average price rose from $1,500 to $30,000. Chiru wants to build a prosperous business and relies
heavily on the Azuki brand. It is taking initiatives to add more revenue sources apart from royalties. It also mentions
moving to Hollywood, after hinting at starting an Azuki clothing line with a red jacket. According to Forbes, the makers
of Azuki are also looking to launch animated series, games and merchandise. Azuki NFTs give people access to
exclusive drops and experiences. It also enables buyers to access a metaverse called “The Garden”. The founders are
speculating to use their intellectual property, Zzagabond Muse, to receive funding from the TV show. While some are
skeptical about their ambitions, some think these possibilities are quite possible as the Azuki team has raised over $40
million in just a few weeks.
https://azukibsc.com

ROAD MAP
STATE 01
- Telegram and
Website with
graffics
development
- Promotions on :
Twitter and
Telegram
- Testing the
contract Before
deployment.
- Renouncing the
Contract and
Launching it
- Locking LP

STATE 02

STATE 03

- Audit
- Marketing Campaigns and
advertising with our
partners.:
- Listings on various voting
sites and trackers.
- Applying for
CoinMarketCap and
CoinGecko
- Staff recruitment and cooperation with Telegram
Advertisers
- Staking Platform

- Mini-Games
- Listing on Cex:
- Partnerships with
influencers and advertisers
- Rewards and Competition
- Various Advertisments
throught social medias
- Launching of our NFT
marketplace
**** To be announced

https://azukibsc.com

THANK YOU VERY MUCH
EMAIL: SUPPORT@AZUKIBSC.COM
https://azukibsc.com

